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d-wreck08 Start date Jun 25, So after driving into work this morning, 15 minute trip, after turning
off my 02 Envoy I later realized, from in the office, that my headlights were still on, minutes later.
I knew they were set to auto and should have been off, so quickly went out to take a look, sure
enough I could not manually turn off the lights with the in cabin switch. Popped the hood and
noticed my fuse box was smoking, removed the covers and found the HDM relay was melting
down on the fuse box. I wanted to ask for some advise here, as I do not want to replace the relay
and have the same problem again in a day or so. Also, I am not sure if the entire fuse block
should be replaced at this time, or if a cleanup job and ensuring the relays seat properly is good
enough? Any advise is appreciated. The only times that I've seen that were when aftermarket
HDMs were used. Was the HDM an aftermarket one? Funny enough it was an AutoZone one, I
had the issue of my headlights turnning off while driving down the road in the middle of the
night, that has probably been 2 years ago now, but yeah it was replaced. So I'm guessing pick
one up from the dealer and go from there? The root cause could be a relay it's solid state and
fails, but rarely that went bad internally, or a relay receptacle that got loose or oxidized and
generated its own heat in the blade socket. I wouldn't just replace it without taking the plastic
part off the fuse block and inspecting and cleaning up and tightening the blade receptacles very
well. And shine up the relay blades with sandpaper before putting it in. Ok, so I attempted to get
everything apart, and after getting the box's 2 main parts pulled apart, the 4 individual
"harnesses" I would call them did not all want to come apart. I tried to pry this apart, though I
have to admit I did not have much room to work with the wire restraining my work space. After a
small amount of prying, the harness started to split in half, and I could see all the wires inside. I
decided to stop here, as things seemed to be going south and yes I loosed all the bolts before
prying, even removed the one directly above where the melted plastic was. CollectorThis
Well-Known Member. Mine looks exactly like this. Please keep posting updates. This caused the
dealer issues, as they could not give me a clear cut reason why the CEL light was on, as they
kept getting errors on their diagnostic tool. After a few hours of them having it, they offered me
a loaner car to drive until they had a better idea. Day 2: Dealer called back late afternoon and
still could not tell me why the CEL was on. They told me they would have to replace the under
the hood fuse block, along with the harnesses before they could move forward. They also
indicated that they had a Buick Rainier in there a few months ago with the same issue, and
replacing the fuse box fixed everything. I was happy to move forward with this fix, as my car still
ran, and after opening the fuse box, thanks to Roadies advice, I knew I was going to be in over
my head replacing it. Day 3: Late afternoon I was contacted and told replacing the fuse box
fixed everything, and that the cause of the problem was a bad relay. Oh and the Buick Verano
with miles on the odometer was fun to drive for 3 days Other note: As mentioned above I did
replace this problem relay with an Autozone special a few years ago. Another reason for me to
hate Autzone parts. Thanks again for the advice everyone! Updated: fixed grammatical errors.
Appreciate the report, even though it cost you a lot to deliver the news. It's normally a sign of
the forum volunteer's failure when we hear of dealers being the troubleshooters of last resort.
The 2 larger harnesses are a little harder to get out than the 2 smaller ones. You need to take a
skinny screwdriver and pry them out slowly while you continue to unscrew the bolts. You must
log in or register to reply here. Online statistics Members online 5 Guests online Total visitors
Secure Browsing. Top Bottom. I have a Chevy Trailblazer. My low beam lights quit working at
the same time. I've had to use high beams. FJ answered 2 years ago. HDM relay under the hood,
very common problem. There is a recall for this, but doesn't cover all years. BUT it does indeed
affect all years. You can swap these 2 relays, the other one next to it is the fan, just watch your
temp. I keep a spare relay in my glovebox for this problem. Leroy answered 2 years ago. Roger
answered about a year ago. Follow Fj's advice Leroy. Its the correct fix for your problem. Relay
The part number is for a duralast relay from AZ. Swap the fan relay beside it in place of the hdm
relay and if your lights come on,replace the relay with the part number above. Rafael answered
9 months ago. Has anyone find the answer to the lowbeam not working: 1. Check fuses; OK 2.
Swap Relays: no go 3. Replaced lightbulb; no go 4. Check voltage on bulb receptacle; 7 volts
Has anyone replaced the headlight switch and lights work after? It is the next step that I am
thinking of. I have Chevy Trailblazer and my low beam head lights quit working first the drivers
side then the passengers side both lights are brand new the fuses are new and its not the HDm I
tried that an Low beam fails Can anyone help? My brake lights all of a sudden quit working.

Someone told me I had a brake light out about a week ago, but I forgot about it. Today I had
someone stop beside me at a red light and tell me both br Running lights work and high beams
work when I change the headlight switch position. Also replaced one of the bulbs, I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Low beam lights quit working. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Trailblazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Chevrolet Trailblazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Lost my low beams a few months ago. Changed
relay 46 and all was good until a couple of days ago This morning they were working again.
Anyone know what would be causing the relay to go again? Called dealership and GM
ImFlammable answered about a year ago. Bc parts are trash now days.. FJ answered about a
year ago. The updated relay that is used to fix the recall issue is part I cleaned the contacts in
the fuse box with electrical cleaner, along with pushing the relay in and out a bunch of times. I
had the same problem you did after replacing it the first time. Likely the new one will work after
the cleaning, but no guarantees. Like the other poster said can be trash depending on brand.
Anyone know what I can't find the ignition relay.. What all does the headlamp relay module
control. It is relay 46 in the under hood fuse panel? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. HDM
relay. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Trailblazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Trailblazer Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Chevrolet
Trailblazer owners have reported 36 problems related to headlight switch under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Trailblazer based on all problems reported for the
Trailblazer. Headlights went off on three different occasions this past week, it also happened
once before several months back. They just shut off and while your panicking and hitting the
headlight switch several times they finally come back on. We will not drive it at night anymore.
Why is my car not recalled when others from the same year are. I have been working in
manufacturing for over thirty years and my dad worked on the gm assembly line for thirty years.
Don't kid yourself that you know which batch of parts were used on a particular car. My VIN is
defective. See all problems of the Chevrolet Trailblazer. Headlights cutting out completely off at
night while driving vehicle in a normal fashion and during good weather conditions with all
interior lights off except gauges in dash display. No secondary lights or electronics on and on a
dark road with very limited street lighting and while driving at 45mph. Able to regain lights by
turning switch through full range a couple of times and putting on manual mode. Light sensor
on dash is unobstructed. Tl the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The contact stated that the
headlight driver module hdm failed to function properly, which prevented the low beam
headlights from illuminating when needed. Jackson Chevrolet s main st, middletown, CT ,
diagnosed that the hdm relay switch needed to be replaced. The contact stated that the vehicle
exhibited the same symptoms as listed in NHTSA action number: rq exterior lighting. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified and stated that the vehicle year was
not included in manufacturer recall number: The failure mileage was not available. When driving
the vehicle the headlights will just randomly go out. Or at times they will go out come on and go
out again. Unable seeing where im pullin off the road to. After several tries of turning switch on
and off. The lights return. But only for a few and then it does it all over again. This happens
randomly. Reported it to yhe dealership whr I purchased it. I was told they was unable. To see it.
But had change the fuses. I just bought this vehicle. The headlights won't come on the low
beams. I pulled the blinker handle back for high beams to come on. I hold it back while I mess
with headlight switch finally low beams comes on and I can push blinker handle forward to
engage high beams to stay on. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The contact was
driving at 45 mph at night and the headlights went out. The contavt pulled over and played with
the switch and was able get the headlights back on to get home. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer jerry seiner south jordan Buick GMC s jordan gateway, south jordan, ut and the light
problem was repaired at a cost to the contact. The VIN tool showed no recalls. The
manufacturer had not been contacted. The failure mileage was , My low beam headlights won't
come on. I've replaced the relay switch, fuse once already. Fine for a short time now they're not

working again. My headlights keep going out while driving. I have replaced the bulbs and the
relay switch. They will work for a while and then will go out again. Sometimes they will come
back on. I cannot drive my vehicle at night with no headlights. The bright lights will work once
in a while. This has been an ongoing problem for a few years. I have not been able to get my
lights back on and no one seems to know what the problem is. This is a big safety issue and I
see that there are many others with the same complaint. Gm needs to do something to fix this
issue. The seems to big a big issue and a recall should be issued for the safety of all drivers and
passengers. The date I selected below for when this happened is the most recent. The
headlights go out without any warning, I can't seem to turn them back on, I have to pull off to
the side of the road, I tun the switch on and off and nothing happens, I've had the fussed and
headlights changed and I can't seem to find a solution. The seem to just go on and off on their
own. This if a very dangerous issue and I have found out I am not the only chevy owner that this
is an issue with this model and I's surprised to find out there has not been a recall for this
unsafe defect!. This vehicle has the same problem with the headlight relay. The headlights go
out on dim occasionally. The lights will also stay on when the switch in shut off. They will also
come back on after going off when the switch is off. There is an active recall for models with
this issue but none for the This occurred while driving the vehicle. Low headlights both are off
continuually. High beams are ok, no matter which position dash headlight switch is in. High
beams come on with steering column control, but not low beams. Replaced relays and fuses
although originals checked ok. Removed each headlight nacell assembly and checked each
light individually with separate source 12v. All ok. Meter checked hi-lo headlight plug, 12v ok on
hi wires, no voltage on lo wires. Problem exist whether car is running or not. I am stumped!. On
June 11 at am while driving my headlights went out, I used my high beam to return home from
by pass highway 15miles. Once home tried the manual switch to see if lights would come on. No
low beam but high beam worked. Couple of days later at dealership they could not find
anything. I notice on occasion the low beams were not on when driving with the daylight
running lights when I pull behind a car I would switch to high beam which did work. On 18oct
time the lights low beam did not come on when starting my truck. I tried the high beam and it
worked. Had to drive 10 miles on city street to get home on high beam. After getting home I
played with switch switching from manually to running the low beam came on afte I turned the
car off and back on with light on the manually position. Please help dealer can't find the issue or
duplicate it neither can I. I travel alone and female I can't have this happening. I have to get
repaired. Passenger low beam headlight has gone out several different times over the 5 years
we've owned it. Had a relay switched out that helped for a little bit. Also had to change the
wiring right by the headlight because it was burnt up. We took it to chevy in devils lake, nd. I
seem to notice other Trailblazers driving around with the same headlight burnt out. While
driving on a smooth hi-way no vibrations the low beam headlights went off. I switched to hi
beams and pulled off the road at first opportunity. When I switched back to low beams and they
worked perfectly. This has happened 4 times in the 11 years of ownership, twice in one week.
Could never induce the problem. The contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. While driving
various speeds, the headlights suddenly shut off and later turned back on. The vehicle was
taken to a dealer, but the failure could not be duplicated. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. Solid state relay module for low beam - high beam headlights. When driving at night,
both low beam headlights went out at the same time. Was able to switch to high beams to
continue home, but not without blinding other vehicles. Replaced the solid state relay at a local
autozone store. This relay is a single point failure, which an un-experienced driver could have
had a possible accident if the person did not know what to do quickly in a calm manner. While
driving at night, the headlights and high beam lights failed without warning. The vehicle had to
be turned on and off several times in order for the lights to function normally and, other times,
the lights would not turn back on. The contact stated that the electrical system in the entire
vehicle would fail without warning and cause the vehicle to stall. The contact took the vehicle to
the dealer where the driver's door switch was repaired per an unknown NHTSA campaign
number. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired for the other failures. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failures. At approximately pm I was traveling on a rural road at highway
speeds and suddenly my headlights went out. The headlamps were on low-beam at the time. I
checked the headlight switch and it was in the proper position. I switched the headlights to
high-beam and the lights came back on. I researched the issue and it appears that a 'headlight
driver module' is to blame. This module appears to be a significant source of failure. This is a
terrible design flaw. Something as important as headlights should not be subject to such a poor
quality device. I would like to see no devices between the battery and the headlight switch and
the headlight switch and the lights. I started truck at night noticed no headlights. I had parking
lights and my bright lights worked. I manually turned the light switch to off and on and still did

not work. I had to drive a mile in town with my bright lights on to get home. But then the next
day they were working again. This happened 9 day after I bought this vehicle. I took it back
where I got it and they put in a fuse. I still have issues with the lights flickering and going dim
and bright while I am driving also noticed the volt gauge moves around. I am scared to death to
drive at night and to even be able to travel any where out of town if they go out while I am
driving. I or some one can be killed if the lights go out while im driving. Headlamps failed while
driving. Driver switched from high beam headlights to low beams. Nearly crashed when low
beam lights failed to work. All other lamps functioning properly. After stopping, driver tried to
switch the lights on and still failed. Only high beam lamps functioning. Vehicle can no longer be
driven at night. I have been registered owner of this vehicle for past 5 years and was not notified
of this recall by gm. After leaving a movie theatre and upon entering the freeway June 13, at am,
it appeared that the headlights were not on. I drove the vehicle, with the high beams on to the
first available exit to pull over and found the headlights were not on and would not come on. I
turned light switch on and off, turned the vehicle on and off and tried light switches again - this
did not resolve problem. The high beams were still working. After leaving the high beams on for
a while and trying the headlights again, they came back on. Approximately 2 months later, on
August 8, while driving to the store, the headlights were not working again. I pulled the vehicle
over tried the switch, tried turning the car on and off, again this did not resolve the issue. After
driving with the high beams for about 5 minutes, I tried the headlights again and they came on.
The same problem occurred two more times in the same week on August 11th and 12th, while
driving at night. I was driving home one night about an hour after dark. As I was driving about
45 mph, my headlights just completely went out without warning. After carefully pulling off to
the side of the road I realized my high beams were still working. I looked into this issue and
realized it was a relay 45 and 46 issue. The next day I replaced this relay and my lights worked.
For a day. Now it's been almost a month, and I can't drive after dark. I've asked my local gm
dealership to look into this and they told me there was a recall but yet they don't have a
resolution. Being I work until the sun goes down, and I have an hour drive home from work days
a week, this presents a major problem for me. If this were a simple window switch recall which
I've already had replaced I would be ok with it for now. Unfortunately this is a lighting issue
which can be and is a very serious issue. I need this issue resolved immidiatly and if the
dealership can't fix it, I don't know how I would be expected to. I was driving down the road at
night close to my house when the low beam headlights went off completely. I tried switching
them on and off with the switch to no avail, but found that the high beams do work. There were
many instances in the past where I was driving at night and thought that the lights had flickered,
but wasn't completely sure until this happened. I called my local chevy dealer today, and the
woman told me that she could not find a recall or even a technical service bulletin after I told her
the problem I was having. The contact stated that while driving at approximately 55 mph, the
headlights flickered. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the relay
switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure mileage was ,
Approximately 2 years ago my dim headlights went out as I was driving at night. I thought to
switch to high beams and luckily they worked on high beam thank goodness this was a road I
knew well. I have no way of knowing how often this happens during the daytime. But it occurred
several times after this. I had my vehicle checked and was told it was a relay. Changed it and
problem solved, until now. The issue is back, gm sent me a "special coverage" letter, I called
the number on the letter and was directed to take it to a chev. Dealership to confirm my vehicle
does have the headlamp driver module issue then Chevrolet will let me know what would be
next. They did confirm my vehicle has the issue but Chevrolet will not cover my vehicle because
it is over the mileage of , The contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer While operating the vehicle,
the low beam headlights would suddenly shut off. The contact indicated that the failure was
intermittent and, in some instances, the high beam lights malfunctioned. The vehicle was taken
to the dealer who replaced the multi-function and headlight switches, but the failure persisted.
After contacting the dealer and the manufacturer, the contact was informed that no repairs
would be performed because the failure was not present while the vehicle was at the dealer.
This is a road hazard and faulty wiring should be covered. Front left headlight was found to
have switch with melted wiring as well, changes by mechanic and I was informed it could have
caused a fire. This vehicle has 3 recalls thus far that are extremely dangerous if such faults can
cause a fire within the electrical wirings. I would like to get compensated for the work done, the
break lights faulty wiring should be covered under the recall as the local chevy dealer refuses to
fix it. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the headlights would turn off and
on intermittently. The contact mentioned that on a different occasion, the low beam lights failed
to turn off causing it to over heat and catch on fire. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The
technician diagnosed that the relay switch was defective. The manufacturer was made aware of

the failure. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage , The low beam relay switch went
out which made my headlights totally go out. No one could see me and I could not see the road.
The headlights will turn off while the vehicle is in motion for no apparent reason. This has been
occuring for several years. You can switch to the high beams and the high beams will work.
After about 10 to 15 minutes of driving, you can put the lights back to normal and they will
operate on the low beams. It may be a month before this occurs again. The contact stated that
while driving approximately 75 mph the low beam headlights suddenly failed. The contact
quickly turned on the high beams and continued to drive the vehicle. After stopping the vehicle
the low beams lights were switched back on and operated as normal. The contact indicated that
the failure occurred on multiple occasions. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was informed of the failure. The failure mileage was 84, While driving at night,
lowbeam headlights go out. Happens at various speeds, happens sporadically. This has
occurred 2 times before. The times before was in September mileage unknown at the time while
driving in my neighborhood. Then on October 08, , at 91, miles while driving home on the
interstate at 70mph in the occurances in lowbeam headlights went out while driving, then
independently re-illuminated within seconds. The latest occurance happened on April 16, at pm.
I had just driven vehicle 20 minutes earlier and had no problems. My wife used the vehicle at pm
and lowbeam headlights went out while driving at mph. She stated it took repeated tries with
headlight switch to get the lights to re-illuminate. Wife pulled turnsignal arm back and highbeam
lights would illuminate the flash to pass feature. No other electrical problems present. This
happened while driving in neighborhood at low speed. This is a condition that could be very
dangerous at highway speeds. This vehicle has automatic headlights, they come on
automatically at dusk, and the headlight switch is left in the automatic mode and never touched.
I bought this car about 4 years ago and it has been nothing but an elecitrical mess. First my
head lights would go out once a month, then a couple times a month, then once a week. My
brake lights started doing the same. Our famliy mechhanic couldn't figure it out, he just kept
replacing them and sending the bad bulbs in for warranty. A couple times the pigtails and lamps
had to be replaces. Also 3 seperate occasions both headlights went out at once while driving.
And I had to drive home in the dark with no head lights on. I took it the chevy dealership after
the third time abd apparently my fuse box was melted and needed to be replaced. Spent over
Then headlights started going out again and brake tlights as well. Not once a week, but still
about once a month or every other month. Recently my drivers window stopped working and I
couldn't control the master switch to lock my car or roll up my windows. The cluster panel in
the door needed to be replaced. Also, had two sensors that needed to be replaced because my 4
wheel drive, parking brake, and crusie control would stop working all at once and the lights
would be lit up on the dashboard. I wasnt' able to use any of them until the sensor was
replaced. Also the power shorted out in my side mirros, so I can't adjust the mirrors with the
control or they start tiliting back and forth like crazy on their own. I have to get out of the car
and adjust them manually. Gm needs to do a recall, this car is not safe and I will not be buying a
gm car while I look for a new car soon. I have a chevy Trailblazer; while driving on the highway;
all guages, lights, etc. Abruptly stopped working and continue to not work. I researched on line
and found it could be what is called the "cluster board". I took my vehicle to a local chevy dealer
in daytona beach FL. They insisted it was the ignition switch. Most recently my headlights just
go out without warning; I am able to use the high beams, but of course that puts me in jeopardy
of getting a ticket. There are so many complaints on the chevy Trailblazer - I do not understand
why there has not been a recall on the cluster board and the electrical issues lighting. I cannot
afford to have all the repairs completed and would like to see Chevrolet take on some
responsibility for the cost of these flaws in the manufacturing of this vehicle. The low beam
headlight quit working after further investigation found all fuses to be in good working order as
well as all relays and the dimmer switch, after checking the bulbs in the low beam assembly the
bulbs were not charred or burnt and the filament was still in contact as normal, after reading
some excerpts on another website this is an all to familiar incident. Luckily we were not driving
at night and no one was injured thankfully. Its time for a recall before someone is injured and or
killed from this type of manufacturing malfunction. Car Problems. Headlight Switch problem of
the Chevrolet Trailblazer 1. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 2. Headlight
Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 3. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Trailblazer 4. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 5. Headlight Switch problem
of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 6. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 7. Headlight
Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 8. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Trailblazer 9. Headlight Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer Problem Category Number
of Problems Headlights problems Headlights problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Brake Light
problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Turn Signal problems. Fog Light

Switch problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Back Up Lights problems. I replaced both fuses,
the HDM relay, the headlight switch and checked both bulbs to no avail. All other lights work
including parking and high beams. What else could be the issue? Do you. Hello, What fuses did
you replace and where was the location of them in your vehicle? Was this answer. I replaced the
left and right low beam fuses on the fuse panel under the hood. This Fuse feeds the power side
of the Headlight Driver Module Relay then it splits into a parallel circuit feeding the left and right
headlights, then each sides headlights are fused again. I have included a headlight circuit wiring
diagram for you as well as a diagram and callout for the Under hood Fuse Box for your vehicle
in the diagrams down below for reference. Please get back to us with what you are able to find
out. I swapped that fuse out and still nothing. I checked voltage at the plug and I am getting I
unplug the bulb and replug it in with the switch in the on position, and the bulb flashes on for 0.
Hello again, Please check Ground on the lower left side of the engine. This is the ground for the
HDM relay control side, which is the electromagnet that when energized pulls the switch closed
and allows current to flow to the headlights. Unwanted resistance here would cause current not
to flow to the lowbeam headlights. In the diagrams down below I have included directions for
Ground Inspection. Please go through them and get back to us with what you are able to find
out. I couldn't find where that ground bolted to the engine, so I ran a new ground for the relay
instead. With the new ground the headlights still do not turn on. Hello again, Okay, so you have
Thanks, Alex 2CarPros Was this answer. I only tried at the drivers side light, but seeing as they
went out simultaneously I assume I will get the same result on passenger side. Hello again,
Could you please verify if you have battery voltage at both the left and right headlight bulb
connectors with the headlight switch on for low beams. I have included it in the diagrams down
below for you. It is getting The lights are not flickering, they are not coming on whatsoever.
Hello again, Okay, let's start from the beginning. In the diagrams down below I have included a
factory diagnostic troubleshooting guide for your headlamps. Please go through this guide and
get back to us with what you are able to find out. It's not the fuse or the bulbs. What else should
I check? I am having the same problem right now with my Trailblazer. I got a new relay fixed it
Was this answer. Both of my low beams quit working. The fuses are fine and I replaced the
bulbs. Also, it seams my high beams either quit working as well or they won't come on during
the day. I have the daytime running lights. There is a headlight relay in the under hood fuse box.
Your bright lights will only work when you put them on via your high beam switch. My regular
headlamps keep going out. I have replaced the bulbs and the fuses are ok and the relays
checkout. What else can I do myself to get them working again. I had a brake job 3 weeks ago
and that is when the problem began. Welcome to the forum. Any fuses that you checked, did
you use a testlite to check that the fuse circuit has voltage when it should? With the low beam
relay, voltage to the load side of relay is hot all the time. The bcm sends voltage to the coil side
of relay in order to energize. The ground for the coil is constant. My low beam headlamps are
not working. I have replaced the bulbs, checked the fuses and they are ok. The photo sensor on
the dash is working because it turns all the other lights on. The overide switch on the
instrument cluster seems to be working. The high beams are working and the fog lamps are
working. All the lights on the vehicle work except the low beam lights. Is there some type of
relay that I might need to check? Welcome to the forum, did you use a testlite on the fuse
circuit, to see if circuit is hot? My info shows different fuses for left and right low beams. The
fuses are in the underhood fuse box. Also, there is a headlamp driver module relay in the
underhood fuse box, I believe that is for low beams. Check voltage to load side of relay and to
the coil side of relay. Voltage to the coil side of relay, may not be 12 volts, use a digital
multimeter to check. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Headlight Not Working
Content. Headlights Not Working - Low Beams? Since That Time, This Has I've Had The Vehicle
Jumped Any Other Suggestions? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Forums
Search forums. What's New Latest activity. Members Registered members Current visitors.
Memberships Help offset the costs of running our community. We appreciate any contributions!
Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search forums. Log in. Install
the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
Chickenhawk Start date Sep 3, Chickenhawk Well-Known Member. GM has just released a fix for
the recall involving some GMTs. It replaces part which could allow the headlights to cut out if
overheated. Mooseman Moderator. I haven't had any issues with my 02 and it's the original
relay. Have you tried an older relay? Maybe GM changed suppliers in 06? To confirm it's a relay
problem, why not just use a piece of wire on the two contact terminals in the relay socket? If the
headlights don't flicker, then the relay is the issue. Chickenhawk said:. Would temporarily
pulling the 2 pin plug cause the alternator to charge steady at the default And, could a low

charge rate be enough to strain an already marginal relay amp draw is higher with low voltage
and cause it to fail? Seems like a heavy duty relay is masking a problem, unless it really needed
a better relay all along. My has the problem relay with no issues For US I'll pocket a few used
ones at the wrecking yard and keep em in the glove box for a dark night. Mooseman said:. Only
wire that would melt is the jumper wire so you should make a good one made with actual
terminals and a good gauge wire. And you'll have to pull that wire when you turn off the truck or
they will stay on. Maybe use a capacitor to get rid of the PWM and use a regular relay. I will let
you know how this works. Can anyone tell me the exact terminals to jumper? All I need is to
jumper them for ten minutes at night and I will know right away. I think you're gonna have to get
out the magnifying glass. I think the picture that you posted has all the information that you
need That is how the low beams are dimmed down for daylight operation and full on for night
operation. You guys are hilarious. I look at that diagram and it could be hieroglyphics. As near
as I can figure, pin 4 the middle pin in the 3-pin array goes to lights. With the relay activated,
power flows from pin 2 the top pin in the 3-pin array when looking down from above, or closest
to the engine to pin 4. What confused me was the diode between 2 and 4, and the fact that I got
a bit of resistance between 2 and 4 when testing the relay itself, whereas a normal mechanical
relay would have 0 resistance. I am easily confused by lectronics. Thank God for my magnifying
glass app on my iPhone. I could not have seen those tiny numbers beside the pins with
Superman's eyes. So my plan is to jumper from 2 to 4 the top two pins and then as a final test,
jumper straight from 12 volt battery to pin 4. I will let you know. Even the smart ass ones. I love
all you guys. I have a schematic that does in fact call it a relay wish it was easier to read End of
the day From the schematic on the headlight module i would assume its an opto-coupler and a
triac inside the packaging. Yeah, but can it do the Kessel run in under 20 parsecs? But Han Solo
still holds the record though. C-ya Well-Known Member. So on the pre-'06 models that have a
lighting issue, it's just the module failing? It failed on my '05 last summer. If you mean the
"relay", yeah, it's a common failure part. It's the same as the fan relay if you want to switch them
as a test too. Yeah, I just used their term, but it appears they call it a module relay. So I guess
we are both correct. Midnyteryder Well-Known Member. Just fyi.. Ebay has 1 for 50 bucks.. You
must log in or register to reply here. Online statistics Members online 5 Guests online Total
visitors Secure Browsing. Top Bottom. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February
Some years have an off setting on the dial, some don't. Mine does 03', turn the switch all the
way to the left then try twisting a little bit more. Hard to describe, but it's kind of like a spring
loaded switch. Twist the dial to the left past the point where it would normally just sit. Have you
tried switching relay 45 with 46 to see if it turns off? In due time it will need to be replaced. Mine
has already gone out and I still keep a spare. Also, is your DRL sensor at the windshield visiable
or has it fallen into the dash happened to me. If all else, look up DRL killer for trailblazers if your
model doesn't have an off switch for the lights. I have an '02 Trailblazer LS. Yesterday my
driveside low-beam light was working, but one time it shorted out for a couple of seconds, then
came back on. Today the low-beam light is out, as well as the high-beam light. Neither light will
come on. I went to Autozone, replaced the low-beam bulb, and still neither will come on. I
checked the fuses, and both were good. Could someone please help me out! I plan on getting it
fixed sometime tomorrow. I feel that it might be something basic. I took of the grille, and light
about 20 minutes, replaced the bulb. Checked the fuses. Nothin' Thanks, Trevor Jones. Did you
check for voltage at the connector when the lights are on? That's step 1. How did the
connectors look? I have a and mine was doing the same thing in JUly I sure pissed off alot of
people to. LOL But it was the only way home. I had to finally take mine to the dealership not
once but twice. They fixed At the tune of or so. I still have problems with it flickering every now
and then but I haven't took it back. I've had lots of problems with this vehicle and I'm ready to
get rid of it. Gas gauge went. Cd player not working. It has a mind of it's own. Also the
transmikssion done started slipping. Never again will I buy a trailblazer. July August I just
bought this trailblazer in feburary. A week after buying, it randomly started cutting off when
sitting at a redlight or just idleing. About a month later the driver side dim headlight went out,
we changed the bulb and it didnt fix it. My husband got frustrated and knocked the crap out of it
and it started working again. Everynow and then we would have to hit it to make it come back
on. Soon after, the passenger side side started doing it, sure enough we could hit it and it would
start working again. Now the driver side dim light wont work at all and the passenger side light
wont stay on, still though, the brights work. We have tried changing the bulbs. In the past month
the face vents for the ac have stopped working, the feet and defroster still work fine. Two weeks
ago, the battery shorted out. Now the transmission will not shift into third gear, we tried
changing the fluid and filter, there were also very few shavings that had been droppped. It just

rolled over to 90, miles so i would think it to be in good condition. Could this be an electrical
problem causing all of these problems or am I stuck with a lemon? September I tried everything
to find the source of my frustration in regards to the left low beam headlamp; 1 checked the
fuse 2 the HDM relay i even swapped with blower 3 Replaced socket to lamp, tests good. Any
other suggestions? Early issue was the only intermittent operation with the headlamp I am
deploying soon and I don't want to leave my wife with less than acceptable car. October I just
dealt with a Chevy trailblazer issue. The turn signal did not light on the front passenger side. A
new bulb did not solve it. I replaced the flasher relay module, still did not solve it. It turns out
that there are four chrome raised bolts in the engine fuse box. They appear as they only hold
the inside cover in place, as it snaps over them. I tightened these down and everything is
working as they should. After quite a bit of money spent, I was glad to find this solution and had
to share with the group. I would try this before heading to replacing the head lamp relay. June I
was driving down the road and the headlights just turned off, all running lights were on but
headlights were of. They would not come back on even if I switched the headlights from
automatic to manual. I would have to pull over turn off car and turn back on with the headlights
coming on occasionally only to find them turn off again driving down the road. Any info would
be great, don't want to keep having the headlights turn on and off while driving. Easy fix for this
very common problem, replace your headlight relay in the fuse box under the hood Drivers side
next to the battery. If memory serves me, it's relay January Im a little stuck. I have a Chevy
trailblazer. Last note started my car it was degrees with wind chill everything worked fine. Two
minutes after I started driving I lost my low beams and my heats not blowing. I replaced the
headlight relay prob months ago! Please someone help its too cold for 3 kids to not have heat!
January edited January I have literally called every GM dealer in the area and I have gotten
absolutely no were Every one is saying its a coincidence that the both went out. I don't agree at
all. March Owning a 4x4 Trailblazer in Thailand has it's hurdles; I might add the vehicle is great
with the 2. I suspect a faulty switch, but without a maintenance manual or anyone that speaks
English clearly it makes it difficult. Lastly I refuse to have the car maintained by Chev as they're
simply a pack of rip off merchants learnt the hard way - oh the land of smiles. Vehicle was
purchased at 60, Km's. October edited October My low beams go out when high beams is
avtivated? Is this correct? Or should all high and low stay on when high beam is on? Thx
onedone. Do the low beams come on at all? I see a lot of chatter about low beams not working
but high beams do. And all sorts of videos like this with a fix for that situation The Trailblazer
does have separate bulbs for low beam and high beam, and I've seen some videos about
modifying things so that both lights are on when you go to high beams, so I assume that the
lows going out when the highs come on is normal operation. November When high beam
switched on, both low beam go out and only have two high beams. Only have two low beams
two high beams. Not four lights on high beam. Thx again. I could use the help of a Trailblazer
owner here as the Trailblazer manual doesn't describe the operation in any more detail than the
headlight switch settings. From seeing videos of people modifying things so that all four are on
when you select high beams would seem to indicate to me that two high OR two low is normal
operation. Sign In or Register to comment. The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from
short circuits by a combination of fuses and circuit breakers. This greatly reduces the chance of
fires caused by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you replace a bad fuse with a new one of the
identical size and rating. Just pick some feature of your vehicle that you can get along without
â€” like the radio or cigarette lighter â€” and use its fuse, if it is the correct amperage. Replace it
as soon as you can. Pull the seat cushion forward to access the fuse block. Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes
cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and never replace a
blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This can cause damage to the electrical
system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always
an intact
bmw 2002 steering box
ford 73 diesel serpentine belt diagram
baxi solo 3 wiring diagram
fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact authorized services Spilling liquid on any
electrical component on the vehicle may damage it. Always keep the covers on any electrical

component. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Ignition Relay No.

